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Utopia in Actor Training
The possibilities of an intercultural curriculum
PETER ZAZZALI

In her groundbreaking work, Utopia in
Performance, Jill Dolan posits theatre as
a ‘placeholder for social change’ by virtue of ‘its
openness to human interactions [and] exchange’
(2005: 63). Actor training has the same potential,
insofar as it invites intersectionality and eclipses
geographic and cultural borders. It can thus be
seen as utopic, a practice affording promise for
a more equitable, inclusive and diverse world.
Actor training engenders hope, especially in
precarious times like the present.
This article will argue that training actors is
inherently utopic. In the context of New Zealand’s
foremost national drama school, Toi Whakaari
(Toi), I will examine how an acting programme
can offer unique opportunities for personal
growth, empathic awareness, intersectional
learning, interculturalism and social justice.
Effective training causes actors to integrate their
mind and body towards maximizing their creative
expressivity and developing a capacity for
cooperation, community and mutual dependence.
Whether embodying a character, opening their
imaginations or accessing psychophysical
freedom, actors undergo a transformative
process that shifts their ontology. In the context
of artistic collaboration and group learning,
students rediscover themselves and value the
social responsibility of their work, criteria that
constitute utopic learning.
My research consists of fieldwork as a Fulbright
Scholar at Toi Whakaari, where I spent six months
in 2019 exploring the ways in which Māori
practices and traditions coincide – and collide –
with Western epistemologies. This ethnographic
approach included personal interviews as well as
my participation in select activities, most notably
the school’s annual retreat to a marae, the grounds
on which a Māori tribe (iwi) lives. Throughout
the residency I had considerable access to Toi’s
learning community. I regularly attended staff
meetings, observed classroom teaching, visited
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with students and colleagues and shared an office
with the Acting faculty, wherein many formal
and informal conversations regarding training
occurred. I was on campus five days a week,
eight hours a day, and staged a production with
Toi’s third-year actors. In this essay, I balance
fieldwork with intercultural performance theory
to demonstrate the possibilities for a utopic
pedagogy in training actors.
IDENTIFYING THE UTOPIC IN THE
CONTEXT OF DRAMA SCHOOL

Dolan describes the utopic as a communal
experience shared by an audience in which
‘expressions of hope and love’ prevail through
both the ‘affect’ and ‘effect’ of performance
(2005: 2). Focusing on a cross-section of forms
and genres, she demonstrates the power of
theatre to expand minds, engage emotions,
access spirituality, invoke desire and celebrate
life. Writing during the relative aftermath of the
tragic events surrounding September 11 (2001),
she saw theatre and performance as a source of
hope for a society reeling with disconsolation.
For Dolan, the utopic is not an idealized state
of perfection, as is commonly the term’s usage,
but an accessible and tangible ‘practice of social
life’ that empowers and emboldens participants
(2001: 455). Her vision depends on the goodwill
and investment of a group willing to come
together and share in something greater than
their individual selves. Committing to the
collective enriches each member in ways that
are as profound as they can be personal. Making
it work, however, requires shared respect and
acceptance of – if not agreement on – the multiple
manifestations of difference arising through
negotiated exchanges of struggle. Whether
a difference of opinion or cultural identity, that
which distinguishes us need not divide us. Such is
the currency of a performance-based utopia.
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Dolan’s paradigm readily applies to actor
training, especially in the context of a drama
school. Steeped in a collectivist ethos, actors
in training transform their minds and bodies
towards arriving at an artistry worthy of
placement in the industry. It is a fundamentally
vocational endeavour facilitated through
learning an artistic craft: students develop hard
skills – and lifelong, transformative techniques
– that ostensibly lead to gainful employment.
The instructors are themselves professionals
whose experience informs their teaching. It is
a transactional exchange in the pedagogical
sense. Yet undergoing three – or perhaps four
– years of intensive training invites a sense
of renewal and enlightenment that is both
dependent upon and transcendent of the actor’s
vocational pursuit. As students rediscover
themselves through the work, they form a bond
with their cohort that is uniquely familial. Yet
their experience runs deeper than a conventional
relationship with a sibling or parent, insofar as
the learning journey involves a shared trajectory
of emotional, intellectual, physical and mindful
development. To be sure, attending drama school
invites psychological and emotional challenges
that can leave students feeling vulnerable and
unsettled at times. Yet these very struggles
formulate the grist fostering their talent,
technique and personhood. Temporary setbacks
and indelible progress are two sides of the same
coin. The learning process is as intense as it can
be joyful, as cathartic as it is often triumphant.
In a word, participating in an acting programme
is utopic.
From January to July of 2019, I was in residence
at Toi Whakaari. Gifted the Te Reo term
meaning ‘performing arts’, the school offers
four programmes, all of which are conceived
and delivered through a ‘bicultural’ paradigm.
Its fifty-year history reflects the greater sociopolitical development of New Zealand’s embrace
of racial and cultural difference. The country
has grown in its appreciation for equitable
representation of its predominantly bicultural
makeup. As such, Māori traditions are recognized
alongside those of colonial descendants, who
are commonly called Pākehā in signification of
one who is ‘English, foreign, European’. While it
would be inaccurate to identify New Zealand as
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utopic, it is comparably progressive with respect
to honouring the values of equity and inclusion.
Māori have land rights consistent with the Treaty
of Waitangi, for instance, an 1840 agreement with
the Crown ensuring relative independence for
indigenous tribes (iwi). Te Reo joins English as the
nation’s official language and Māori traditions
are taught in schools, represented in the public
sphere and respected throughout society.
Diverse backgrounds are generally welcomed
and celebrated as opposed to being shunned and
feared. Thus, New Zealand’s bicultural mandate
informs Toi Whakaari and its acting programme.
Investigating a training system and
a culture different from my own requires that
I acknowledge my positionality, privilege and
biases. This reality is amplified when considering
that my case study deploys a pedagogy steeped
in Western and indigenous approaches. I take
responsibility for my perspective as an ‘outsider’,
a tauiwi, by meeting this project with humbleness
and respectful curiosity. I am aware of the
painful history Māori suffered at the hands of
their British colonizers, an oppression that can
be perpetuated through unwitting research seen
‘through imperial eyes’ (Tuhiwai Smith 2012: 44–
60). As Edward Said straightforwardly questions:
‘Who writes? For whom is the writing being
done? [And] in what circumstances?’ (1982: 1). His
prescriptive guides my analysis.
I N T E R C U LT U R A L I S M A N D A C T O R
TRAINING

Before examining Toi Whakaari, it is important
to address the politics and praxis of intercultural
approaches to actor training. Examining the
intersection between identity and theatre/
performance has been debated for decades,
with some of the field’s leading voices tracing
the discussion. In The Location of Culture, Homi
Bhabha builds upon the work of Said and Gayatri
Spivak in presenting a theory of hybridity that
embraces difference in postcolonial contexts
while dismantling Eurocentric hierarchies.
Speaking on behalf of ‘something different –
a mutation, a hybrid’, he seeks an ‘ambivalent
space’ where essentialist systems of power are
upended (1994: 59–60). Bhabha can be put in
conversation with Erika Fischer-Lichte who

repositions hybridity as a ‘coupling’ of traditions
to ‘bring forth something new’ without reducing
either (2009: 398). Here, too, difference is key
to negotiating the ‘in-betweeness’ of separate
identities towards a nuanced rendering and
reception of both. Fischer-Lichte’s ‘theory of
weaving’ thus relates to Jacqueline Lo and
Helen Gilbert’s ‘topography of cross-cultural
praxis’ (2002: 42), within which they critique
Patrice Pavis’s (1996) semiotic exploration of
the ‘transcultural’. Claiming that Pavis ‘assumes
a one-way cultural flow’, Lo and Gilbert argue
that his theory privileges Western biases and
hierarchies (2002: 42). Lo and Gilbert echo
Christopher Balme’s (1999) syncretic approach
to interrogate ‘spaces of exchange’ while
retaining the integrity of the two cultures while
highlighting their respective differences.
Rustom Bharucha’s work in the area of culture
and performance also guides my analysis, as
questions of power, context and influence frame
his intercultural theory. He positions bias and
identity as bedfellows that can be as subtle as
they might appear obvious. Hailing an ‘ethics of
representation’, Bharucha’s account is jointly
personal and scholarly, insofar as he was educated
in the West as a theatre practitioner and an
academic, before returning home to India, where
he has remained a leader in the study of culture
and performance (2000: 2). His contestation
and criticism of the West’s attempts at cultural
pluralism offer a nuanced understanding of the
machinations of globalization and its effects on
the real and imagined experience of stakeholders.
The basis for his critique is live theatre. As such,
he contends that a rigorous and responsible
exploration of cultural identity is needed for an
ethical negotiation of difference in the spirit
of collaboration.
Bharucha chagrins notions of ‘breezy utopian
universalism’ while empowering voices that
have been marginalized in postcolonial settings
(2000: 31). His questioning of the utopic stems
from plausible concern of the all-too-common
practice of cultural appropriation occurring
beneath a false veneer of inclusivity. The culprits
of such homogenizing and reductive work have
been well-documented (Knowles 2010:16–30).
My larger point rests upon Bharucha’s call for an
‘intercontextual’ model that carefully examines,

translates and sustains differences along social,
national and political planes. Seeing cultural
exchange as an unstable site of tension, he
offers hope that such a negotiation prompts
participants to ‘open [themselves]’ to the Other
towards ‘[respecting] differences that [cut] across
the inequities of class, race, and citizenship’
(2000: 162).
The aforementioned theorists must be put
in conversation with the work of actor trainers
such as Anuradha Kapur, who sees intercultural
exchange as a ‘dialogue’ by which ‘utopic
potential’ abounds (2019: 7). Her colleague,
the late Phillip Zarrilli, has effectively exposed
Western privilege in the training of actors.
Couched in the taxonomy of modernism, the
Western gaze oftentimes pervades intercultural
exchanges at the expense of acknowledging
the matrix of criteria necessary for a rigorous
and responsible collaboration; indeed, the term
‘Western’ is in itself problematic when used as
a cultural referent because it is broadly vague
and infers a binarism. Zarrilli’s practice-based
research belies such short-sightedness. His
deployment of kathakali and kalarippayattu,
for instance, reframes Stanislavski and the
actor’s ‘body–mind’ to reimagine Western texts.
A pedagogy that he developed during years of
fieldwork in India, Zarrilli’s (2009) negotiation of
cultural difference between training systems is
responsible and nuanced. His co-edited volume,
Intercultural Acting and Performer Training,
accentuates such an approach. He joins authors
like Jasmine Yu-Hsing Chen and Giorgia Ciampi
Tsolaki to explore cross-cultural praxis, with the
former investigating jingiu – a performance style
indigenous to China – through an adaptation
of Macbeth and Ciampi Tsolaki sharing
her experience as a student at Singapore’s
Intercultural Theatre Institute. Both underscore
the necessity for accepting difference and its
‘contradictory aspects’ without ‘trying to smooth
them out or make them agree with each other’
(Yu-Hsing Chen 2019; Ciampi Tsolaki 2019: 28).
Yu-Hising and Ciampi Tsolalik’s examples
can be seen as an echo of Claudia Tatinge
Nascimento’s earlier project, Crossing Cultural
Borders Through the Actor’s Work, where she too
relies on case studies to make her argument.
Most notably, she analyses Ang Gey Pin’s
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q Pōwhiri to welcome

incoming staff and students,
February 2019, Wellington,
New Zealand. Photo courtesy

of Toi Whakaari

deployment of Grotowski to underscore the
actor’s role in the ‘embodiment of foreign
performance techniques’ to discern exchanges of
cultural appropriation from those that facilitate
a process of interweaving (2010: 6). Biases and
binaries are thus discouraged in favour of the
actor remaining grounded in their identity while
embracing the Other’s. Tatinge Nascimento’s call
for interweaving is indebted to Fischer-Lichte and
can be linked to Bharucha. A dialectic exchange
of juxtaposing identities guides an exploration
that is as fluid as it must be steadfast. In doing so,
the rehearsal process is invitingly devoid of fixed
and linear modes of practice. The studio exists
as a laboratory in the richest sense, with actors
investigating their own performative practice and
cultural identity in relationship to those of their
counterparts. In sum, mixing cultures in praxis is
an ongoing negotiation of difference.
A C A S E S T U D Y : T H E I N T E R C U LT U R A L
T RA I N I N G AT TO I W H A KA A R I

Toi Whakaari was founded in 1970 as New
Zealand’s national drama school with the purpose
of bringing professional training to the country’s
emerging theatre scene. Under the leadership of
Nola Miller, with funding from the Queen Elizabeth
II Arts Council, the School opened its doors to
seven acting students, all of whom were Pākehā
(outsiders of European descent). In 1972, Rawiri
Paratene became Toi’s first Māori graduate and
later developed into one of New Zealand’s most
prominent actors and indigenous-rights activists.
While extraordinary in his accomplishments,
in some ways Paratene has come to typify Toi’s
alumni: multi-skilled artists committed to social
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justice and the values of diversity and inclusion,
outcomes wholly consistent with the school’s
pedagogy and communal ethos.
New Zealand is a bicultural nation
constantly renegotiating its Māori and Pākehā
characteristics. Unlike other postcolonial
countries, it has a history of egalitarianism –
albeit an imperfect one. The Treaty of Waitangi
forged an agreement allowing iwi to own land
under the protectorate of British sovereignty.
Given the threat of French invasion, the Treaty
became an inescapable reality for Māori. Much
oppression ensued well into the twentieth
century, however, as claims of land ownership
were fraught with misunderstandings about the
Treaty’s constitutive relevance and oftentimes
blithely denied. It was not until the 1970s when
breeches of the contract were finally addressed
and Māori rights reinstated, thereby ensuring
a degree of agency for indigenous peoples.
New Zealand’s biculturalism informs Toi’s
learning environment. The School shifted to
a more inclusive model during the 2000s by fully
implementing Tikanga Māori into the acting
programme alongside an influx of indigenous
staff and students joining the community.
Tikanga translates as ‘accumulated knowledge’
defined and absorbed through generations of
codified practices that range from the quotidian
to the ceremonial (Mead 2013). While tikanga may
slightly vary from one iwi to another, there are
certain core values constituting Māoridom. One’s
personal and communal ancestry, for example,
is crucial. As such, the collective and the familial
are essential characteristics by which a group
and its members self-identify. When one Māori
meets another for the first time, inevitably their
first question will be, ‘Where are you from?’
because they are seeking a point of connection
through difference. Indeed, embracing and
‘sitting with’ difference is a way of life for Māori
as demonstrated by their many rituals. A group
or individual visiting an iwi other than their
own will participate in a pōwhiri, before being
welcomed onto a host’s marae. The format of the
ceremony includes an exchange of whaikōrero
(speeches) from respective representatives as
well as waita (songs) to demonstrate whakaute
(respect). Steeped in a tradition that dates
back centuries, when iwi would encounter one

another to determine whether to enter the host’s
wharenui (meeting house) or essentially fight,
the pōwhiri is a constituent element of Tikanga
Māori. Along with other rituals, it consecrates
Māori’s commitment to the collective within
which a utopic practice sits. Iwi members assume
responsibility for the group in ways that range
from preparing shared meals to maintaining the
premises. The visiting tribe becomes part of the
community for the duration of their stay. The
pōwhiri ends with everyone forming a hongi line,
in which members from both iwi greet face-toface, shake hands while cradling each other’s right
elbow and simultaneously inhale/exhale while
leaning forward to touch foreheads and noses.
Every participant will so greet each counterpart
before entering the wharenui to share in food,
drink and conviviality (kai).
The põwhiri is among the many Māori protocols
practiced at Toi Whakaari. Every new academic
year, for instance, a pōwhiri welcomes incoming
staff and students. Conversely, when people leave
the school, they are sent off through a poroporaki,
a ceremony by which mutual farewells are
exchanged. Initiatives such as koiwitanga also
reinforce the community’s tikanga. A bi-weekly
class involving the entire school, koiwi means
‘human bones’ and consists of ninety-minute
sessions each Monday and Friday morning. The
praxis deepens and develops everyone’s tikanga
in the context of the collective through learning
waiata in Te Reo or rehearsing the school’s haka:
‘Toi Whakaari E.’ Māori values are discussed,
projects are explored and lectures presented. The
overarching goal is to strengthen the tikanga of
the whanau – the community – towards accessing
something rather sublime: a collective ethos
fortified by practices and values that enrich each
individual and their artistry.
The tikanga shapes Toi’s learning environment.
Reading a room or negotiating disagreements,
for instance, are explored in the rehearsal hall
and acting studio. Prevailing awareness for the
community and shared respect guide actors
to collaborate with openness and ‘embodied
listening’, practices that are commensurate with
maintaining their mana – status – and serving the
group’s endeavour. How an individual functions
within the collective is foundational to Tikanga
Māori, and, by extension, Toi Whakaari.

Koiwi frames the workweek while
contextualizing and supporting Toi’s bicultural
ethos. Difference and disagreement are welcome
criteria in a community that consists of Māori
students/staff and those hailing from Other
genealogies – whakapapa. To quote Bharucha, the
work becomes ‘a culture of struggle’ in the best
sense insofar as ‘dialogue … [deepens] beyond
an exchange’ through reflection, communication
and negotiation (2000: 44). Outcomes are hardly
perfect, but the process of discovery and all its
messiness is met with zeal and constructiveness.
This practice manifests in negotiations that
extend from moments in rehearsal to giving and
receiving feedback in class. Toi’s actors are as
deft and forceful at making offers as they are at
accepting them, a point underscored by koiwi’s
founders – Jade Eriksen, Teina Moetara, and
Heather Timms – who concertedly state:
The specifics of our cultural makeup in Aotearoa is
such contentious territory that we will never have
a room in ‘agreement’, which is a strength as it forces
us to keep sitting with difference, the nature of which
is complex and multi-layered. We model bringing who
we are to questions, our different experiences, and
cultural backgrounds … (2012)

Through Toi’s tikanga students learn to listen
and make offers in a new way. Being grounded in
one’s identity allows the freedom to engage the
positionality of others. Creating in a community
framed by Māori values, with the collective always
in the front of one’s mind, exchanges are met with
a kind of ‘utopic hopefulness’. Borrowing from
Jill Dolan, whose book title provides the muse for
the preceding sentence, Utopia in Performance
‘investigates the potential to inspire moments
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leading peers and staff in
learning a waiata, April 2019,
Manutuke, New Zealand.
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q Toi Whakaari staff

and students arriving for
noho marae, April 2020,
Wellington, New Zealand.

Photo courtesy of Toi Whakaari
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in which [we] feel [ourselves] allied with each
other’ towards articulating what is possible and
accessing our creative and human potential
(2005: 2). Difference in the context of mutual
respect is the basis for such explorations.
The acting programme’s pedagogy represents
this ethos. Called Tūrangawaewae, a triad of
Māori values frames the course. The first year
sits under the moniker Tū, a term signifying ‘the
standing place’ upon which an individual engages
situations. Tū is the basis for one’s mana or
positionality, thereby formulating their identity.
Māori believe a person’s whakapapa or genealogy
is thus determinative to who they are and how
they relate to the world. From the perspective
of training, an actor must have a strong sense
of self before shedding superfluous habits that
block their freedom and expressivity. This conceit
is especially important in an environment
where students and staff come from diverse
backgrounds. Whether Māori or Pākehā, Toi’s
actors embody identities and experiences that
are wholly unique, including a comparatively
high number of international students, all of
whom bring different perspectives to the school’s
culture. These identities are nurtured in Year
One through classwork and projects designed
to ‘bring out the Tū’ in each student (Timms
2019a). Finding their literal and figurative voices
alongside discovering a character and crafting
a performance bear supplemental connections
with Toi’s tikanga. Māori values inform and define
the approach to teaching and learning. The first
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year’s final activity is a solo project prompting
students to create a twenty-minute piece that
‘speaks to what they want to say in the world’
(Timms 2019b: 6).
If Year One focuses on the individual, the
second looks outward to the group. The Māori
concept of interweaving, or raranga, guides
the process. Building from their Tū, actors
develop a practice of listening to support the
collective. The experience can be compared to
Zarrilli’s body–mind approach, insofar as they
holistically engage others and the surrounding
circumstances. In essence, they learn how to be
present. Making offers and reading behaviour are
fundamental outcomes of a curriculum consisting
of craftwork, theatre-making and performing
in a production. The second-year actors also
summon their raranga to collaborate with peers
from other departments on a film project, wherein
a process of interweaving offers open, egoless
and constructive exchanges. Thus, the experience
transcends one’s ‘acting’ to train artists who are
skilled collaborators.
The values encompassing the programme’s
formative years prepare actors for its third and
final one. Waewae translates as ‘footprint’ and
underscores the learning outcome to become an
independent artist who is as grounded in their
Tū as they are capable in their raranga. Solo and
group work guides students through engaging
the industry and honing their artistic voices. An
abiding commitment to Tikanga Māori supports
the process, thereby infusing principles that shape
their artistry and develop their lives. Toi’s students
are politically aware and sensitive to how they
and their work will serve society. Koiwi and other
aspects of Toi’s curriculum and culture facilitate
as much. As such, Toi Whakaari’s pedagogy and
learning community distinguish it from other
drama schools. Its reliance on Māori principles
ensure an approach that dialectically empowers
the individual in the context of the collective.
This practice becomes manifest through students
developing as artists and people. A transformative
learning experience, Tūrangawaewae reflects
New Zealand’s biculturalism, yet another
distinguishing feature of the curriculum, while
training actors to be uniquely skilled both in their
craft and personhood.
Tūrangawaewae is a practice that locates the

individual inside and beyond the collective.
Identifying one’s ‘unique place to stand’ allows
actors to orient themselves outwards to create
and relate with others. Negotiating difference is
the method within which these collaborations
occur. Shedding insecurities and wobbliness
become as crucial as remaining confident,
communicating clearly and embracing the Other.
While this philosophy is not unique, as it has
guided iwi for generations, it distinguishes Toi
from its peer institutions throughout the world.
Perhaps this is most evidenced in the school’s
annual sojourn to a marae, where every staff
member and student partake in a week-long
retreat living alongside one another on the
grounds of the Rongowhakaata, an iwi located
outside Gisborne some 400 kilometres from
Wellington. Cooking and cleaning responsibilities
coincide with rehearsing and making work as well
as participating in lectures and discussions on
Tikanga Māori. Members of the Rongowhakaata
greet the Toi community with a pōwhiri and send
them off through a poroporaki.
When I participated in the 2019 noho marae
(an overnight stay on an iwi’s grounds), the
hosts collaborated with us to prepare a farewell
dinner in an earth oven (hāngī), a traditional
method of cooking among Māori. Afterwards,
respective whaikōrero and waita were shared,
with a representative from the Rongowhakaata
offering a piece of constructive – if rigorous –
guidance, a practice germane to bidding farewell
in Māoridom. Thus, she advised Toi’s students
and staff ‘to trust their mana and embrace their
Tū’, words fresh in everyone’s mind as we formed
a hongi line and bade farewell (Moetara 2019).
CODA: ACCESSING AND PRACTICING
THE UTOPIC

Can the utopic be accessed in actor training?
Following Bharucha, the question requires
a ‘reflection and remapping’ of the term’s use in
‘context’ (1995: 32‑49). Conceiving utopias can
become a reductive exercise reinscribing universal
beliefs that uphold hegemonic social structures.
History is often viewed through a utopic lens, for
example, wherein the past becomes romanticized.
Bharucha (2000: 155) convincingly positions
modernism and postmodernism this way, calling

out the twentieth century’s signature movements
in the arts ‘civilizational [myths]’ bearing ‘no
significant political content or accountability’.
Decidedly Western genres, they inherently
valorize Eurocentric ideals at the expense
of cultural practices from underrepresented
societies. In such contexts, false assumptions of
the utopic are weaponized towards privileging
one culture over another.
Maintaining dialectic tension is necessary
to a robust and responsible cultural exchange.
The utopic can be accessed in such a space.
Dolan credits utopian performance for the
‘present-tenseness’ it affords participants to
find possibilities for hope and understanding
(2005: 36). While her positive viewpoint may
seem naïve to some, the fact remains that she is
a discerning critic whose scholarly acumen has
decisively repositioned gender and spectatorship
in performance. Her work is nuanced and biting.
Moreover, her application of utopic thinking to
the aftermath of 9/11 could guide our response
to the pandemic of 2020. Besides the health
risks of this global malady, online learning and
cancelled classes have forced educators across
the curriculum to rethink how we teach and learn.
Actor training has been especially challenged
for reasons that are jointly obvious and invisible
– COVID-19 has caused hidden anxieties and
trauma that have taken a toll on students and
faculty alike. Following Dolan, however, utopic
initiative during an otherwise ‘dystopian’ moment
can inspire us to shed cynicism and despair in
favour of embracing unforeseen possibilities and
a sense of the collective. If there was ever a time
to engender hope, tūmanako, we are now living
in it.
As demonstrated throughout this essay, actor
training invites a utopic practice. In the context
of a drama school, rigorous regard for the
collective invites unbridled exploration of what
is possible. Diversity, equity and inclusion are
core values defining such a learning environment.
Toi Whakaari’s biculturalism proves this point.
Tikanga Māori guides a balance of Western and
Māori approaches in a New Zealand/Aotearoan
context. Personal and cultural identities are
explored through difference, within which
negotiations ensue. From koiwi to noho marae,
Toi’s students and staff partake in curricula
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that nurture their mana through an ongoing
process of interweaving – of negotiation – by
which they gamely acknowledge and powerfully
respond to difference, thereby inching everyone
closer to reaching their potential as artists, as
citizens, as members of the human race. To
quote Toi Whakaari’s signature karakia (prayer),
‘Kia karanga ake ki te tamauta i te maurea’:
‘Bring us closer to our definable potential’.
In a world currently reduced to shuttering in
place, donning protective gear and maintaining
social distance, Toi’s training offers us all some
much-needed hope.
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